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'1.. Introduction 
In [5] we gave a j-algebraic characterization of quasi-symme-
tric domains among bounded, homogeneous domains. In this paper we 
specialize to symmetric Siegel domains.. We use the notation and 
definitions of [5]~ A quasi-symmetr~c domain ~(O,F) = 
[(z,u)EUQ:!xV\Imz-F(u,u) EO} (U is an JR-vector space, V is a 
H1 vector snace F • V XV ... U 1· s 11 '"'-herml· t1· an", '"' 1· s a "n1· ce ti \11- _1:' ' • ~ ~' ~' 
cone in U) is symmetric precisely when 
( '1) 
where U:3 a-+Ra EEnd(V) is Satake's linear map. See [3], [4]. 
Now in the j-algebraic description of m(o,F) given in [2], we 
have U = ,(I and V = U:, where cj = rf_ + j (; + U is the corre-
sponding j-algebra. Here Zl is a Lie algebra, j E End(ezf) 
satisfies j 2 = -Id and [X,Y]+j[jX,Y]+j[X,jY]-[jX,jY]=O'VX,YE9J, 
~ is an abelian io.eal of YJ , j e is a sub algebra, [0f, UJ c rt; 
[j {,U] c U and Ci,'U:J = Oa Also there is a linear form w on C!.J 
such that w[jX,X] > 0 if X I= 0 and w[jX,jYJ = w[X,Y]. Then we 
have the j-invariant positive definite inner :product (X,Y) 
: =w[jX,Y] on crt o Also ([2]) c-: = 1z. +I:~a, vector space direct 
.-J ...., a 
sum, where ~ = [r-_J,.{j].l. is the <,)-orthogonal complement to COJ, GJ], 
and [Gj,CJ] =~ia with root SJ2~ P..a = {XE[~,OjJl[H,X] = 
a(H) X VH E --KJ where the root a is a linear form on ft . Here 
-i-l is an abelian subalgebra. 
are all the roots a such that 
It is shown in [2] that if a'1, ••• ,a:p 
j.Rn C fc., ·, then ~ = jf +u .. + jfi 
~ a'1 a:P 
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and dim fL = p, and fur.ther that all roots are of the form a.k , -iak 
with 1 < k < p i(a. ±a.. ) 
--' k Jl1 with We have 
f) -1!. j 'K:..i.(a. +a ) = H...i(a. -a. ) 
2 k m 2 k m 
t : = t -p_ + L: ft 1 ( ) and lC : = t ~ and give ?.£.., 
k=1 a.k 1 <k<m_3) 2 a.k +am k=1 ia.k 
the complex structure j. It is easy to see that (iJ.a.,~~J cia.+~ 
if if a.+~ isnoroot). and that fta.l f.v ~ 
.Also dim~ = 1, 
k 
and there is a unique element EkE ia. - [O} 
k 
such that [jEk,Ek] Put E : = E1 + .... + Ep. The adjoint re-
presentation of the subalgebra j ·t, on the ideal 1S gives a corre-
sponding representation of the simply connected group ~ 0 whose 
Lie algebra is j 1} • Then [2] 0 : = £1 0 " E i.s an open, convex 
cone in £ with vertex at the origin, and not containing an entire 
straight line. By construction 0 is homogeneous, i .. e" Gl(O) := 
(gEGlCC)Igo = 0} is transitive on o .. Finally, 
F(u,v): = i(ju,v] +;}i [u,v] is an 0-hermitian form 
F • '7" X 'l r _. rfl 
• -'L- LA~· '-'"<D G Sea [2]. (Of course the ~ is inessential). 
We can now state 
Theorem.. If a quasi-symmetric, irreducible, bounded, homogeneous 
domain f/j is described by the j-algebra CCZJ = --t + j 't, + rLC,w), 
th r...(', • t . l. f en o-_. lS sym.me rlc and only if 
RF(b ,d)b = 0 whenever b E U..m, dE U.n, m 4 n. 
Remark. .A similar theorem was proved by Dorfmeister [1] in his 
big set upa 
Since any bounded, homogeneous domain can be described by a j-
algebra [2] the theorem gives a simple algebraic characterization 
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of the symmetric, bounded domains, given the j-algebraic reali ~-
tion. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to proving the theorem j-alge-
braically, using notation and results from [5]. The proof is 
rather computational. 
2G Proof of the theorem. 
I. Assume the condition is satisfied. We show that (1) is satis~ 
fied. 
(a) If bE U 
"h' d E '""(.C m' m < n, then = 0 'ria E ~ 
Indeed, considering cases, we use [5], § 2: 
(2) 
ii) 
iii) 
( ) r where 
If a = E , n 
VLkn E f(k,n) : = -ti(a +a. ) ' k n 
means transpose Werot. (,). Then: 
then RF(Rab,d)b = RF(-tb,d)b = -tRF(b,d)b = 
If a 
= Lkl E ~(k, 1 ) ' n I= k,l, then Rab = o .. 
o. 
iv) If a = Lkn' then Rab = -f[jLkn,b] E 'GCk, so 
F(Rab ,d) E F(2.11r: ,'Um) E -h(k,m)a:• Here k,m <no Now 
Rab = 0 for aER(k,m)t• C'C3a-+RaEEndQJ(U) is extended 
linearly to t IV .... End~ ('2()) • 
v) If aELnl' then Rab = -t(adjLn1 )' bE2L1 , F(Rab,d) E~(m,l)~' 
and RF(Rab,d) b = 0 again, as in iv). 
(b) 
i) 
ii) 
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Suppose m = n. We have F(b ,d) E nn@ , where 
and RF(b ,d) bE~.. Then 
~: = foa ' 
n 
If a = Ek, k p n, then R (U ) = 0 implies that both sides 
a n 
of 1) vanish. 
If a = E , then n 
iii) If a= Lkl E {x.,(k,l)' n 1: k,l, then Ra(~) = 0, so both 
sides of 1) vanish. 
iv) If a = Lkn' then by 2) we have RaRF(b,d)b = 
f[jLkn,RF(b,d)b] E ~, and Rab = f[jLkn,b] E ([k' and we 
want to show that 
(3) [jLkn,RF(b,d)b] = RF([ 'L b] d)b 
J kn' ' 0 
Now [jb,d] = AEn, 
[J'b d] = {b,d)_E 
' x. n ' 
some Ao Applying w, we get 
where x. = w(En) (independent of n 
for an irreducible, quasi-symmetric domain, by [5]). Using 
the form of F, we see 4F(b,d) = ~ {(b,d)- i(jb,d)}En. 
By 2) we see R4F(b,d)b = 2: {(b,d)- i(jb,d) }b, where 
ib : = jb.. We get 
Further, using 2) and the form of F, we get 
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We have 
(6) [ju,v] = [jv,u] for u E 'Lea' v E ((b, a ~ b, and 
Both of these identities are proved by the four-term defining 
relation for a j-algebra, by considering the root-spaces 
(some of which may be zero) in which the terms lie. 
A particular case of 6) is 
Further, by Leibniz identity, one proves, using above results 
and the fact ([5], § 2) that [jLkn,En] = Lkn: 
Using 8), 9) and 7), and the j-invariance of (,), we find 
( '1 0) [ j [ j [ jLkn, b] , d] , b] == - [ j [ j [ jLk:n, d] , b] , b] +- (b ~d) [ j~, b J .. 
('12) 
Again, by 7) and 9), we have 
By 4) and 5) we get now, using '10 and '1'1): 
8 { -RF ( [ j~, b] ~d) b + [ jLkn 'RF (b , d) b J } 
= [ j [ j [ jLkn, d] 1 b], b] - j [ j [ [ jLkn, d], b], b] .. 
Now let v: = [jLkn'd] E2.qc' (k<n) .. Then by assumption, and 
using 2) and 6): 
= [j[jb,v],'b]+ j[j[b,v],b]~ [j[jv,b],b]- j[j[v,b],b] 
6 
= right hand side of 12). This proves 3). 
v) If a = Lnl E ·k(n,l), (n < 1), then the calculation is similar .. 
Instead of 
I 
adja, vJe must use, according to 2), (adja) • So 
we want to prove 
(13) 
In place of 4) we have 
and in place of 5) we have· 
I I I I I 
(15) 8RF({ d •t )-,1b d)b = (adj[j(adjL 1 )b,d]) b + j(adj[(adjLnl) b,d]) b. 
a J nl ' n 
(17) 
In place of 7) we have, by (5], § 2, 
In place of the Leibnitz identity we have, in the quasi-symme-
tric case, the condition (Q II) of (5], § 4: 
I I I _.,P (adjL) (b,d] = [(adjL) b,d] + (b,(adjL) d] for b,dElL, LEu. 
Using this and the fact ([5], § 4) that (adjLn1 )'En =En, 
we obtain in place of 9)~ 
[(adjL 1 ) 1 b,d] = [(adjL 1 ) 1 d,b]- (jb-192_ L 1 • n n x. n 
We then get, in place of 10) and 11): 
I 1 • I I (b d) I (18) (adj(j(adjLn1 )b,d]) b == -(adj[j(adjLn1 )d,b])b + ~ (adjLn1 ) b, 
( 19) j (adj[ (adjLnl) 1b, d] )\ == j (adj [ (adjLnl )1 d, b ])\- .\jbx.,d) (adjLnl )1(jb). 
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In place of 12) we get 
(20) 8 [-RF( (adjLnl) 'b 'd)b + (adjLnl) 1 RF(b 'd)b} 
= (adj[j(adjLn1 )'d,b])'b- j(adj[(adjLn1 ) 1 d,b]) 1b. 
Letting v : = (adjLnl) 1d E 2£]_, (1 > n), we get as before 
(using assumptions) 
0 == 8RF (b, v) b = ( adj [ jb, v]) 1 b + j ( adj [b, v]) 'b 
= (adj[jv,b]) 1b- j(adj[v,b]) 1b =right hand side of 20). 
This proves 13)o 
(c) Suppose m > n. One proves easily, practically the same way 
as in (a), that in this case. 
(d) Now since condition 1) is not linear in b, we still have 
something to do.. Suppose b = L:bk with bk E1Jk o Expanding 
RaRF(~k,d)~l and RF(R ~ d)~l' and noting that we have 
a k' · 
proved that our assumption implies RaRF(b d)bk = RF(R b d)bk' 
k' a k' 
we need to establish the equality 
(By symmetry, and by what we have proved, 21) will then hold 
for V k,l). 
We can assume d = dn E Cf· 
(a.) Suppose n I= k,lo Then F(bk,dn) E Rck,n)® implies 
RF(b d )bl = 0, and similarly RF(b d )bk = o. Hence left 
k' n 1' n 
hand side of 21) equals zero. 
ii) 
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r ~ k .. Similarly for 
If a = Lst E ft( s, t) ' and if n<k<l 
' 
then a possibly non-
zero right hand side can occur only when s or t equals 
k or 1 by 2) .. In fact 2) shows that we need only check 
the case s = k, t = 1, since otherwise both terms on the 
right hand side vanisho Now in terms of the Jordan product o 
on U (see (3], (4]) we have LoF(u,v) = F(RLu,v) +F(u,RLv), 
because of quasi-symmetryo Furthermore (see (3]) 
RLoM = RL11vr + 111~ .. So the right hand side of 21) equals 
The first two terms vanish since F(bk,dn) E k(n,k)Q; and 
}\kl dn = 0 (see 2)) o Putting bk : = RLkl b1 E 1Jk, the 
expression equals 
by assumptionso 
The cases k < n < 1 and k < 1 < n are similar. 
(~) Suppose k < n < 1. 
i) 
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Further RF(b d )bk ECC1 since F(b1 ,dk) E ~k,l)~' and 
1' k 
the left hand side of 21) is RaRF(b. d )bko 
1' k 
If a = E 
r' 
then the left hand side of 21) is contained 
in R_~ (U1), which is non-zero only if r = 1, and in that 
case the left hand Side equals i-RF(b d )bk = RFU-b d )bk 
1' k 2 1' k 
= RF(R b 1 )b1 = right hand side of 21), since Rabk = 0. a 1 ,ck _c 
For r I= k,l the right hand side equals zero, as vJe want. 
For r = k we have Rabl = 0, 
hand side equals i-RF(b d )bl 
k' k 
again as \ve want. 
Rabk = fbk' so the right 
7 
= 0, since F(bk,dk)E({k~' 
ii) If a= LstE"R(s,t)' we have to check that 
Here the ri&~t hand side equals 
So we have to check that 
Here the left hand side is non-zero only if (s,t) = (k,l) 
(see 2)), in which case it equals zero, since, letting 
0'1 : = Rabk EZ£1 , we have RF(o d )bl + RF(b d )ol = o, 1' k 1' k 
just as in case a) ii) above. The right hand side is non-
zero only if Radk I= 0 and F(b1 ,Radk) E~(k,l)Ql• 
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But this is impossible (see 2)). 
(y) If k<l = n, the argument is as in case (~) .. This proves 
one way of the theorem. 
II.. Now suppose we have symmetry. Then in 1) let b E UJ.r' d E2f1 , 
k .,£1, and thus R.F(b,d)b E(£1 (see 2)). 
Let a = E1 .. Then left hand side of 1) equals tRF(b,d)b' 
and the right hand side vanishes since Rab = 0. 
Hence q.e.d. 
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